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On January 9, 2023, the Commodity

Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”)

filed its first-ever action for a fraudulent

or manipulative scheme involving trading

on a decentralized digital asset exchange.

The CFTC brought the complaint against

Avraham Eisenberg (“Defendant”), who

allegedly used fraudulent and manipula-

tive conduct to obtain more than $100 mil-

lion worth of digital assets from an ex-

change called Mango Markets.1 The

Securities and Exchange Commission

(“SEC”) also brought a civil enforcement

action against the Defendant.2 In a paral-

lel criminal action that commenced De-

cember 2022, the Department of Justice

(“DOJ”) charged the Defendant with com-

modities fraud and manipulation.3 Prior to

the filing of the CFTC Complaint, the

Defendant was arrested in Puerto Rico.4

The CFTC and SEC matters have been

stayed pending resolution of the DOJ’s

criminal case.5 The DOJ, CFTC, and SEC

actions serve as reminders that, despite the

lack of a comprehensive regulatory frame-

work for digital assets, the DOJ, CFTC,

and SEC all may have the authority to

pursue manipulative schemes involving

digital asset commodities, depending

upon the circumstances.

This case presents a new buzzword in

CFTC digital asset cases—“oracle

manipulation.” Decentralized exchanges

and decentralized lending platforms often-

times use an oracle to source data regard-

ing the current price of a digital asset. The

pricing data from the oracle is then used

to price digital assets on the decentralized

exchange. Oracle manipulation refers to

the concept of trading to manipulate the

price of a digital asset such that an oracle

utilizes the artificial price on the decentral-

ized exchange, thereby enabling a trader

to establish positions on the decentralized

exchange that benefit from the artificial

price.

In addition, this matter continues to

showcase the jurisdictional divide be-

tween digital assets that are commodities

versus securities. The CFTC has anti-

fraud and anti-manipulation authority for
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digital assets that are commodities under the

Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”) whereas the

SEC regulates digital assets that are securities.

For the first time, the CFTC will argue in court

that a stablecoin, in this case USDC, is a

commodity. Although the CFTC previously took

the position that a different stablecoin, USD

Tether (“USDT”), is a commodity under the

CEA, this prior matter was a negotiated settle-

ment with Tether.6 The CFTC Complaint may

also imply that an illiquid governance token, in

this case MNGO, is a commodity. That said, the

SEC’s action against the Defendant asserts that

MNGO is a security, so market participants

should continue to monitor developments in

these cases due to the far-reaching regulatory

implications of digital assets being deemed com-

modities or securities.7

Lastly, the case serves as another reminder

about the perils of social media and trading. The

Defendant tweeted about his ongoing activity and

sent messages in group chats that the CFTC now

relies upon as evidence of the manipulative

scheme.

BACKGROUND

Mango Markets operated a decentralized digi-

tal asset exchange (“DEX”), which utilized the

Solana blockchain to facilitate direct, peer-to-

peer digital asset transactions without an

intermediary. Mango Markets offered its users

spot and margined trading of virtual currencies,

such as bitcoin and ether.8 In addition, Mango

Markets allowed trading of “USDC,” a stablecoin

intended to be redeemable on a 1:1 basis with the

U.S. Dollar. Mango Markets also had its own

governance token called MNGO that market

participants could trade. Each of these digital as-

sets was also traded on other exchanges.9

Mango Markets also offered a “borrowing and

lending” function that allowed users to deposit

certain digital assets as collateral and to withdraw

other digital assets up to a certain amount, de-

pending on the value of the collateral and the

value of the borrower’s portfolio on Mango

Markets.10

Additionally, Mango Markets offered products

referred to as “perpetual contracts” or “perpetual

futures,” which were valued based on the relative

value of two digital assets—for example, be-

tween MNGO and USDC. According to the

CFTC Complaint, certain digital assets involved

in this matter are commodities under the CEA,

including bitcoin, ether, and USDC.11 Although

the CFTC did not expressly plead that the MNGO

governance token is a commodity, the CFTC did

plead that MNGO-USDC perpetual contracts are

swaps under the CEA subject to the CFTC’s

jurisdiction. This could imply that the CFTC

views MNGO as a commodity and not a security

because the SEC, not the CFTC, has jurisdiction

to regulate security-based swaps.

In order to calculate the market value of con-

tracts traded through the DEX, Mango Markets

used a program called an oracle to pull market

price data from three other exchanges (collec-

tively, the “Oracle Exchanges”). The market

prices on the Oracle Exchanges were averaged

and used to determine the prices of digital assets

available to trade on Mango Markets, including

its pricing of MNGO and USDC.12

THE ALLEGED SCHEME

The CFTC Complaint alleges that, prior to

October 11, 2022, the Defendant created two

anonymous accounts on Mango Markets and

funded each with $5 million in USDC stablecoin
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assets. Notably, Mango Markets did not require

any identifying information to create an account.

In one anonymous account, the Defendant estab-

lished a $19 million long position consisting of

over 400 million “perpetual contracts” between

MNGO and USDC (“MNGO-USDC Swaps”).13

In the other anonymous account, the Defendant

established a short swap position of the same

size.14 By placing himself on both sides of the

same transaction, the Defendant allegedly en-

gaged in a wash trade. Furthermore, the DEX

would not be aware that the Defendant was on

both sides of the same transaction.

The CFTC Complaint alleges that, on October

11, 2022, during a 30-minute period, the Defen-

dant bought large volumes of MNGO on each of

the Oracle Exchanges in order to inflate the as-

set’s price on the Oracle Exchanges. The Defen-

dant allegedly took steps to conceal his identity

while trading on the Oracle Exchanges. On one

constituent exchange, the Defendant used a false

name and identification to create his account, and

on another he used a virtual private network to

falsely show his location as Poland.15 The CFTC

Complaint alleges that, as a result of Defendant’s

activity, the price of MNGO on the Oracle Ex-

changes increased substantially. In turn, Mango

Markets used the inflated prices to value the

Defendant’s MNGO-USDC Swaps.16

The CFTC Complaint asserts that this, in turn,

resulted in a significant impact on Defendant’s

long MNGO-USDC Swaps, which appreciated

to an artificial value of more than $200 million.17

Following this, the Defendant used the new value

of his swaps to “borrow” $114 million worth of

digital assets from Mango Markets before im-

mediately moving these funds to alternate plat-

forms away from Mango Markets.18 The assets

the Defendant “borrowed” from Mango Markets

represented virtually all available liquidity on the

platform. According to the CFTC Complaint, the

Defendant did not intend to pay back the bor-

rowed assets, leaving the exchange with the

MNGO positions as collateral. However, after

the Defendant artificially increased the price of

MNGO and withdrew his “borrowed” assets from

Mango Markets, the value of MNGO and the

MNGO-USDC Swaps quickly decreased.19

AFTERMATH

The CFTC Complaint alleges that, on October

12, 2022, the Defendant contacted Mango Mar-

kets’ administrators, offering to return a portion

of the liquidated assets if Mango Markets agreed

to a number of conditions, including not pursu-

ing criminal charges and permitting Defendant to

keep the remaining assets in his possession as a

“bug bounty.”20 A bug bounty is a reward for

alerting the administrators of a decentralized

finance platform to software vulnerabilities. Af-

ter some negotiation between the Defendant and

the administrators, the Defendant returned ap-

proximately $67 million worth of tokens, keep-

ing $47 million worth as a bug bounty. The CFTC

Complaint charges that Mango Markets used the

returned tokens, as well as $25 million from its

own treasury, to compensate Mango Markets us-

ers that were harmed by the Defendant’s

scheme.21 After this, the Mango Markets adminis-

trators sued the Defendant for $47 million, argu-

ing that the bug bounty was negotiated under

duress, though the court stayed the case pending

resolution of the DOJ’s criminal matter.22

The Defendant, a high-profile social media

user, detailed his trading activity during the rele-

vant period with his more than 40,000 Twitter
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followers, including disclosing that he recently

operated a “highly profitable trading strategy”

that he viewed as being completely legal.23 He

also suggested that a motivation for his trading

activity was to point out a technical issue he felt

should be addressed.24 The Defendant also shared

the details of his plan on an internet chatroom

prior to engaging in the alleged scheme.25 The

Defendant appears to be taking the view that his

actions embody the “code is law” philosophy,

which some view to posit that a person may

permissibly make any trade that is permitted by

the computer code underlying a platform. How-

ever, commenters have noted that the government

does not share this sentiment, particularly when

potential fraud or market manipulation is

involved.26

TAKEAWAYS AND INSIGHTS

The CFTC Complaint offers a number of in-

sights about the CFTC’s legal positions. First and

foremost, the CFTC’s enforcement action here

should serve as a warning to market participants

that, despite a lack of express regulation, the

CFTC views trading activity on decentralized

platforms to be within its jurisdiction and will

bring enforcement actions for fraudulent or

manipulative conduct.

Second, the CFTC Complaint represents an-

other data point in the ongoing debate over how

certain digital assets should be characterized. The

CFTC Complaint illustrates the CFTC’s view

that virtual currencies like bitcoin, ether, and

USDC are commodities subject to its

jurisdiction.27 But the CFTC Complaint falls

short of explicitly stating that the CFTC views

MNGO, a digital token, as a commodity under

the CEA. Instead, the CFTC Complaint empha-

sizes that the CFTC has jurisdiction over MNGO-

USDC Swaps because they appear to be finan-

cially settled transactions based upon a notional

quantity of a CFTC jurisdictional commodity,

USDC. The CFTC Complaint does not discuss

whether MNGO is a non-security commodity,

and relatedly, whether the MNGO-USDC Swap

is a mixed swap. The CFTC’s allegations would

allow for an inference that MNGO could be clas-

sified as a commodity. That said, the SEC’s ac-

tion against the Defendant explicitly stated that

MNGO is a security.28

Third, these events highlight the inherent risks

of operating a decentralized exchange that also

offers asset lending to customers. Although

platforms might wish to increase their customer

base by providing multiple services, this case

demonstrates the inherent risk in combining a

DEX and a decentralized lending platform.

Fourth, Mango Markets’ platform, which al-

lowed users to create accounts anonymously,

made it difficult to detect wash trading. The

CEA’s prohibition against wash trading applies

to all swaps, whether executed on an exchange or

over the counter. Because Mango Markets al-

lowed users to create accounts anonymously,

there was no way for the platform or the CFTC to

monitor whether there was a common beneficial

owner on both sides of a swap position.

Finally, the CFTC Complaint does not discuss

whether Mango Markets should have been regis-

tered with the CFTC as a swap execution facility

(“SEF”) or a designated contract market

(“DCM”). Although the focus of the CFTC Com-

plaint was the Defendant’s manipulative conduct,

the CFTC has reiterated the registration require-

ment for entities that meet the definition of a SEF
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or a DCM, recently noting that this requirement

also applies to decentralized platforms.29
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